Production Accountant – Overview
Canlin is looking for an individual to join our dynamic team of Production Accountants, reporting to the Team
Lead, Production Accounting. This role is responsible for the allocation of production and revenue for oil and
gas properties in Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan. The successful candidate will have 5 to 10
years related oil and gas accounting experience, a CAPPA certificate or related degree is preferred. This
person will work well both independently and with others, is deadline driven, and can prioritize their work.
This person is organized, positive and energetic who takes ownership over this function while delivering high
quality, accurate results with attention to detail and a mind to create efficiencies and improve processes.

Location: Calgary, AB
Production Accounting – The Role














Full cycle production & revenue accounting for Alberta Operated gas plants
Gather partner operated volumes and book revenue
Setup and maintenance of master data in Metrix including new wells, market masters, and any other fixed
data requirements.
Collaborate with Measurement, Operations and Engineering teams to complete full measurement reviews
of assigned assets
Monthly review and reconciliation of accounts receivable
Assist with reviewing and processing amendments
Respond to government, royalty, partner, and internal stakeholders’ queries
Review, investigate and resolve front-end Metrix system errors or issues
Assist in external audit queries related to production, royalties, revenue, and transportation
Provide mentorship and guidance to other production accountants
Identify and implement process optimizations
Maintain good working relationships with internal and external stakeholders
Other duties and special projects as required

Production Accounting – The Person







Minimum 5 years of oil and gas production accounting experience
Working knowledge of the Metrix production accounting system including set up and maintenance of
marketing arrangements, royalty calculations, facility charges would be an asset
Solid Microsoft Excel skills (pivot tables, Vlookup) with prior experience leveraging these skills to improve
business processes and efficiencies
Working knowledge of Qbyte FM, Metrix, Avocet, Energylink, Protranz, Protrend, Petrinex and Microsoft
Office would be an asset
Good planning and organizational skills to balance and prioritize work
Excellent communication skills

Education



CAPPA certification preferred
Degree or diploma in Accounting or Business is an asset

Production Accounting – The Company
Canlin Energy Corporation is a privately held, long reserve life, natural gas weighted producer in the Western
Canadian Sedimentary Basin. Our E&P business produces over 40,000 boe per day from predominantly operated
wells, infrastructure, and facilities. Canlin's key priorities are running a safe and sustainable business, focusing our
portfolio, improving productivity, generating value from our midstream assets, and investing for growth and value.
All positions at Canlin require a commitment to high levels of excellence in respect to HSE, reinforcing our
corporate Core Values of Excellence, Trust, Respect, and Responsibility. The Production Accounting group strives
for a challenging and inspiring environment that embraces teamwork and collaboration. It consists of a great
network of people, many of which have been with the organization for several years. Outstanding People,
Outstanding Opportunities.

